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Para-terphenyl (C18H14) doped with 5%mol pentacene
(C22H14) was used for polarization. The high melting point
(389oC) and similar crystal structure with pentacene make
it possible for dopping and provide a way for room tem-
perature polarization. Under Magnetic field and Laser irra-
diation, the electrons in pentacene will be magnetized [1].
By using a microwave at ESR (electron spin resonance)
frequency, the polarization of electrons can be transfered
to proton (on Hydrogen site) under Hartmann-Hahn condi-
tion [2] and polarized the proton beyond Boltzmann distri-
bution. The polarized proton in pentacene will be further
diffused to para-terphenyl’s hydrogen nucleus by hyperfine
interaction.

The experiment system is identical to previous develop-
ment [3]. It consists of a magnetic, a microwave resonance
chamber with magnetic field sweep coil, a Laser feed-in op-
tics and a NMR system for detecting proton polarization.
The use of magnetic field sweep compensates for the crystal
internal magnetic field which broaden the ESR frequency.
The measurement is done by NMR signal - the FID (free in-
duction decay) area, which is an integrated FID signal that
is proportional to the proton polarization. We assume the
Hartmann-Hahn condition was fullfilled and unchanged in
this report.

Figure 1. Polarization pulse cycle.

A typical polarization cycle is shown in Figure 1. we
can divided a polarization cycle into 3 stages. First, the
electrons were polarized during the Laser pulse, then, a
microwave was applied to transfer electron polarization to
nuclear polarization. At the end, the polarization of pen-
tacene’s hydrogen nuclear spin will be diffused to the host’s
hydrogen. The electron polarization will be relaxed during
the ”Laser-off”. The reasons for pulse Laser are that: 1)
the electron polarization will reach a maximum after cer-
tain time and 2) to avoid the nucleus-electron relaxation
channel. There is a ”residual” electron polarization at the
end of each cycle due to the ”Laser-off” time is same order
with the electron relaxation time (Figure 2). This residual

polarization will reduced the starting polarization at each
cycle. The effect can be descried by charging-discharging
of a capacitor. We found out that, the electron triplet state
population will be stabilized after large cycle. We studied
the polarization by changing the timing of microwave ap-
plied, the Laser pulse width and build up curve. Through
this study, we hope to find out the equation for govering the
proton polarization by building a mathematical model.

Table 1. Experiment Conditions

Magnetic field 0.3T
Laser mode Multi-line
Crystal Size 9mmX2mmX2mm

Dopping 5%mol
ESR level |m = 0〉 ↔ |m = −1〉

Microwave
Frequency 9.17 GHz

Power 0.5W
Pulse width 16 us

Magnetic Field Sweep
pulse frequency 30kHz

field strength ±4mT
NMR

frequency 12.67MHz
pulse width 2.2 µs

power Level=300

We measured microwave applied time tµ for difference
Laser Power P (Figure 2). The microwave applied timing
indicated the electron polarization. If we assume a simple
model that:
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Where, A is polarization transfer rate, which sololy de-
pends on the Hartmann-Hahn condition, B is nuclear spin
relaxation rate and N = N0 + N−1 is the total population
of electron triple state |m = 0〉 and |m = −1〉. Notices
that we assumed the electron population and polarization
keep at constant during the polarization transfer. Converting
this rate equation into difference equation by discretization,
solve and assume number of cycle is large, we have

Pp(n) =
1

2
AT (N0(n)−N−1(n)) ∝ ∆Ne

This equation tells us that the proton polarization is pro-
portional to the difference of state |m = 0〉 and |m = −1〉



and the total polarization time T. Since the number of cycle
n is very large, at least 60,000 or up. the populations of the
electron are constant.

Figure 2. Polarization vs Microwave timing at Laser output power
1W(blue), 0.5W(blue) and 0.2W(red). the time zero is Laser
pulse end.

We can see the electron polarization(population) is build-
ing up during the Laser pulse. After the Laser pulse, the
polarization decrease. At around 20µs, the polarization re-
verted. It is because the relaxation rate of |m = 0〉 state
is much faster then |m = −1〉 state. By fitting the curve,
we obtained the relaxation time constant is 25µs and 85µs.
Notices that, the microwave pulse width is 16µs, when the
microwave applied at t = −8µs, Half of the time is ”Laser-
on”, another half is ”Laser-off”, resulting an averaging of
the polarization. Figure 2 also display a linearity of proton
polarization against Laser output power. we will come back
to this issue later.

Figure 3. Laser pulse width with fixed ”Laser-off” time = 260µs.
See text for explaination.

If we fixed the ”Laser-off” time and changing the Laser
pulse, we can focus the effect on electron Zeeman sub-level
population. Figure 3 shows the result. The Laser pulse
width about 39µs to 59 µs gives maximum polarization.
This indicated that the ∆Ne is maximum around 45µs. The
residual polarization is almost zero at the end of a cycle,
thus, the residual effect can be neglected. Although the rep-
etition freqeuncies are difference for each curve, the differ-
ence is small that we can approximatly ignore the effect of
the freqeuncy.

The polarization transfer in one cycle should be only de-
pended on the microwave pulse width. Therefore, polariza-
tion transfer rate A shoule be equal to A = γf , where γ is
the polarization transfer in 1 cycle and f is the Laser rep-
etition frequency. It is more natural to talk about number
of cycles than total polarization time in talking the build up
curve. In Figure 4, all curves for difference repetition fre-

quency are the same, except at the tail. That indicated an
addiational unknown effect.

Figure 4. Build up time in term of number of cycles.

After the above study, we propose a phenomanical model
for proton polarization

Pp(t) = ∆N̄e(tp, td, P )|tµK(n)

∆N̄e(tp, td, P )|tµ =

∫ tµ+Tµ

tµ

∆Ne(t, td, P )dt

where, the K(n) ∝ (1 − Exp(−n/n0)) is related with the
build-up curve. tp, td are the Laser on-off time. P is Laser
power. tµ, Tµ are micorwave appling time and pulse width.
The bar means average. The electron polarization can be
model as rate equation

d ~N

dt
= R · ~N, ~N = (NS1 , N1, N0, N−1, NS0)

where N1, N0, N−1 are the electron triplet state popula-
tion and NS1

is the 1st excited singlet state and NS0
is the

ground state population. R is the rate matrix. The parameter
of it can be found at ref. [4]. The computer simualtion based
on the triple state population evolution, DNP propcess and
the residual effect, the microwave appling time is still work-
ing on it. Moreover, a more complete data should be obtain
to get a more accurate descrption on the matter.

In conclusion, the Laser pulse and repetition frequency
can greatly affect the roton polarization due to the elec-
tron triple state population and the number of cycle it takes.
Since the proton polarization is bounded by the electron po-
larization, the ideal micorwave wave appling time is 40 to
50µs from the beginning of Laser pulse. We have no clear
data on the residual effect, but we expect a a long relaxation
time (>> 85µs) will be able to minimized the drawback.
Thus, the optimum Laser pulse setting is that, frequency is
around 8kHz and duty is 30%.
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